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Digital HMRC: it’s already big

2015 was our biggest digital Self Assessment ever!

8.76m returns filed online (8.48m last year)

14 returns per second received during the busiest hour

Since April 2014

• 10 new digital services 

• All our customer guidance accessed through GOV.UK

• 377 new digital iForms – already had 1.6m downloads

• A new telephony platform for our contact centres 

40+ digital projects currently underway



For businesses…

Digital transformation already underway

Your Tax Account (YTA) in public beta since May 2014

Numbers rising rapidly – we expect to reach 2m users soon

By March 2015

We’ll have added:

• A countdown facility to help customers manage their 

deadlines 

• Simplified online payments

By March 2016
The majority of our 5m SME business customers will be using it
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For individuals…

For many, paperless starts to become the reality in 2015

Already:

• Digital Self Assessment – 1.2m opted into paperless

• Employees can make changes to company car benefits

• Tax Summaries - 21,469 customers have viewed online

Coming:

• Employees can make changes online to tax code details

• Fully submittable iForms starting with claiming a tax refund and 

Construction Industry Scheme registration

• Transferable Allowance for Married Couples 

• All Tax Credit customers able to renew online

• State Pension/ NI service – joint HMRC & DWP offering



And Verify is critical to our digital growth

Two HMRC digital services amongst the first to test Verify

12.5k SA customers registered with Verify, with 11k filing

Starting small and getting feedback from users:
• Self Assessment trial - better, faster, digital option for 

customers who would otherwise have to wait for credentials 
in the post

• Signposted customers to the trial via social media

Twitter feedback on Verify:
• ‘is quicker than expected’
• ‘is actually pretty easy’
• ‘worked brilliantly’



2015 and beyond: Digital HMRC gets even bigger

We have an ambitious digital roadmap through to 2018

We are fundamentally changing our business – removing paper 

from every stage of processes

We’ve done the groundwork for this transformation

We now have one of the key enablers - Verify

And we have the capability in place to deliver the services

Our vision is starting to become reality!
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